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Moodle 1.9 Extension Development
Moodle has evolved into one of the most widely-used Learning Management Systems in
the world, with over 35,000 installed sites and 25 million users. Much of its popularity is
due to its ability to be extended by developers, by using its open source architecture.
Understanding how to develop on the Moodle platform provides an organization using
Moodle the flexibility to expand its functions.
This book will teach you the inner workings of Moodle, and provide you with the ability
to develop code the "Moodle way". You will learn to develop standard Moodle plugins,
such as activities and blocks, by creating functioning code that you can execute in your
own Moodle installation.
This book will expose you to all of the core code functions in Moodle in a progressive,
understandable way. You will learn what libraries are available, what the API calls are,
how Moodle is structured, and how it can be expanded beyond the plugin system.

What This Book Covers
Chapter 1, Moodle Architecture, introduces some of the important concepts of Moodle
architecture: how Moodle is structured, and how Moodle works.
Chapter 2, Creating and Modifying Blocks, covers how to create a basic block in Moodle,
one of the easiest and most common customizations. Moodle blocks are plugins that
display content in the right-hand or left-hand side column of a Moodle site. Several basic
Moodle programming concepts that are used throughout the book are introduced.
Chapter 3, Creating and Modifying Filters, covers the basic concepts of creating a
Moodle filter. The Moodle filter system is a method of processing the contents of the
Moodle database (typically, user-entered content) prior to display, so that it can be
modified in some beneficial way.
Chapter 4, Creating and Modifying Activity Modules, covers how to create a Moodle
activity that can send results to the gradebook. Moodle activities are plugins that provide
instructional activities for learners. One or more activities of each type can be added to
courses, and each activity typically has a graded component that sends its results to the
Moodle gradebook.
Chapter 5, Customizing the Look and Feel, elaborates on the common methods of
customizing the look and feel of a Moodle site. This chapter will discuss how to tell the
difference between a requirement that needs programming and one that can be completed
by a theme designer.
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Chapter 6, Developer's Guide to the Database, covers both the overall structure of the
Moodle database and the coding methods used to access and store information there.
Moodle supports a variety of SQL databases to store program information.
Chapter 7, Developing Pluggable Core Modules, covers useful programming concepts
and considerations for the core Moodle system and modules. Some common ways by
which popular modules can be modified are explored in this chapter.
Chapter 8, Creating Moodle Reports, covers a variety of methods of adding to Moodle's
built-in reports. Moodle has an excellent logging system, but often users fi nd they need
to write a custom reporting module in order to get the data in the exact format that they
desire.
Chapter 9, Integrating Moodle with Other Systems, covers four common types of
integrations: user authentication, user enrollment, performance results, and Single Sign
On. A common customization request for Moodle is to integrate with a third-party
system.
Chapter 10, Writing Secure Code, covers various security concerns and best practices
when developing code for Moodle.
Chapter 11, Sending Notifications to Users, discusses methods of messaging and
notifying users through e-mail, RSS, and others.
Chapter 12, Constructing and Displaying Pages by Using the pagelib Library, covers the
basic concepts of using pagelib. The pagelib library is used in the construction of display
pages in Moodle.
Chapter 13, Building Forms with formslib, covers how to use the formslib library for
customizations. The formslib library controls Moodle forms, user input, and input
sanitation.
Chapter 14, Development for the Adventuresome: Web Services, covers two separate
Moodle implementations for web services: one SOAP-based and one XML-RPC-based.
The SOAP library allows remote manipulation and creation of courses, users, user
enrollments, and user grades. The XML-RPC library provides a secure channel and full
Moodle API exposure to the trusted site. This chapter will explore basic concepts of
using both libraries.
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Creating and
Modifying Filters
Moodle filters modify content from the database as it is output to the screen,
thus adding function to the display. An example of this is the multimedia filter,
which can detect references to video and audio files, and can replace them with a
"mini-player" embedded in the content. This chapter will cover the basic concepts
of creating a Moodle filter, which includes:
•

How a filter works

•

Using the API to create filter code

•

How to use language files

•

How to create configuration settings

How a filter works
Before trying to build a filter, it would help to understand how it works. To begin
with, any text written to the screen in Moodle should be processed through the
format_text function. The purpose of this function is to process the text, such that
it is always safe to be displayed. This means making sure there are no security issues
and that any HTML used contains only allowed tags.
Additionally, the output is run through the filter_text function, and this is the
function we are interested in. This function takes the text destined for the screen,
and applies all enabled filters to it. The resulting text will be the result of all of
these filters.
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Creating and Modifying Filters

filter_text applies each enabled filter to the text in the order defined in the filter
configuration screen (shown in the following screenshot). The order is important;
each filter will be fed the output of the previous filter's text. So it is always possible
that one filter may change the text in a way that impacts the next filter.

Building a filter
Now it's time to build our own filter. To begin with, let's come up with
a requirement.
Let's assume that our organization, called "Learning is Fun", has a main website at
http://2fun2learn.org. Now, we need any instance of the phrase learning is fun
to be hyperlinked to the website URL every time it appears on the screen, as in the
forum post shown in the following screenshots:
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Chapter 3

We can do this by implementing a policy with our content creators that forces them
to create hyperlink tags around the phrase every time they write it. However, this
will be difficult to enforce and will be fraught with errors. Instead, wouldn't it be
easier if the system itself could recognize the phrase and create the hyperlink for us?
That's what our filter will do.

Getting started
We need a name for our filter. It is the name that will be used for the directory the
filter will reside in. We want a name that will describe what our filter does and will
be unlikely to conflict with any other filter name. Let's call it "learningisfunlink".
To start with, create a new subdirectory in the /filter directory and call it
learningisfunlink. Next, create a new file called filter.php. This is the
only file required for a filter.
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Creating and Modifying Filters

Open the new filter.php file in your development environment. The filter only
requires one function, which is named after the filter name and suffixed with
_filter. Add the PHP open and close tags (<?php and ?>), and an empty function
called learningisfunlink_filter that takes two arguments: a course ID and the
text to filter. When completed, you should have a file that looks like this:
<?php
function learningisfunlink_filter($courseid, $text) {
return $text;
}
?>

We now have the bare minimum required for the filter to be recognized by the
system. It doesn't do what we want yet, but it will be present.

Creating the language file
Log in to the site (that makes use of your new filter) as an administrator. On the main
page of your site, look for the Modules | Filters folder in the Site Administration
block. Click on the Manage filters link. If you have the default filter setup, you will
see your new filter near the bottom of the list, called Learningisfunlink, as shown in
the following screenshot:
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Chapter 3

Now, even though the name is reasonably descriptive, it will be better if it were a
phrase similar to the others in the list; something like Main website link.
To do this, we need to create a new directory in our /filter/learningisfunlink
directory called lang/en_utf8/ (the en_utf8 is the language specific part—English in
this case). In this directory, we create a new file called filter_learningisfunlink.
php. This name is the concatenation of the phrase filter_ and the name of our filter.
In this file, we need to add the following line:
$string['filtername'] = "Main website link";

This language string defines the text that will be displayed as the name of our filter,
replacing the phrase Learningisfunlink that we saw earlier with Main website link.
This file will contain any other strings that we may output to the screen, specifically
for this filter.
Once we have created this file, returning to the Manage filters page should now
show our filter with the name that we provided for it in our language file.
At the time of writing, a bug was found to exist within the plugin filter
language directories that prevented the language string from being
displayed in the filters table. Refer to http://tracker.moodle.
org/browse/MDL-17684 for more information. If you really want this
to work properly, copy the filter language file into your main language
directory and remove the text filter_ from the filename.

Creating the filter code
We now have a filter that is recognized by the system and that displays the name we
want it to. However, we haven't made it do anything. Let's create the code to add
some functionality.
Remember, what we want this filter to do is to search the text and add a hyperlink
pointing to our website for all occurrences of the phrase "learning is fun". We could
simply perform a search and replace function on the text and return it, and that
would be perfectly valid. However, for the sake of learning more about the Moodle
API, we'll use some functions that are set up specifically for filters. To that end,
we'll look at two code constructs: the filterobject class and the filter_phrases
function, both of which are contained in the /lib/filterlib.php file.
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Creating and Modifying Filters

The filterobject class defines an object that contains all of the information
required by the filter_phrases function to change the text to the way the filter
wants it to be. It contains the phrase to be filtered, the tag to start the replacement
with, the tag to end the replacement with, whether to match case, whether a full
match is required, and any replacement text for the match.
An array of filterobjects is sent to the filter_phrases function, along with the
text to search in. It's intended to be used when you have a number of phrases and
replacements to apply at one time, but we'll use it anyway.
Let's initialize our filter strings:
$searchphrase = "learning is fun";
$starttag = "<a href=\"http://2fun2learn.org\">";
$endtag = "</a>";

Now, let's create our filterobject:
$filterobjects = array();
$filterobjects[] = new filterobject($searchphrase, $starttag, $endtag);

Lastly, let's pass the structure to the filter_phrases function, along with the text
to be filtered:
$text = filter_phrases($text, $filterobjects);

Our function now has the code to change any occurrence of the phrase "learning is
fun" to a hyperlinked phrase. Let's go test it.

Activating the filter
In our test course, let's add some text containing the phrase "learning is fun" and see
how the filter works. The easiest way to do this is to add a label. Turn on editing in
your course and select Insert a label from the Add a resource… drop-down menu.
Enter the text Don't you think learning is fun in this course? into the editor box and
save the link. Our label should now be displayed with the text that we entered, but
our phrase isn't hyperlinked.
The reason that our filter isn't working is that we first need to activate it. Navigate
back to the main page of your site, open the Modules | Filters folder in the Site
Administration block, and click on the Manage filters link. Look for the row with
our filter in it, and click on the closed eye icon in the Disable/Enable column. This
will change the icon to an open eye, indicating that our filter is now enabled, as
shown in the following screenshot:
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Chapter 3

Return to the course where we added our label and see if the filter is now working.
We should now see our phrase Don't you think learning is fun in this course? with
the learning is fun part linked to our site. This is the active filter at work!

Adding configuration settings
Our filter now does what we want it to do. However, what if we want to link a
different phrase, or change where the phrase is linked to? We'd need to recode
the filter. Instead, let's add some configurable settings.
Navigate back to the Manage filters page via the Site Administration block. Notice
that many of the filters have a Settings link in the last column. If you click on any
one of the links, you will see a form that lets you enter configuration information for
that filter. We need to create one for our filter that lets us specify a phrase to link and
the URL to link to.
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To create configuration settings for our filter, we need to add a file called
filtersettings.php to our filter directory. Create this file in our /filter/
learningisfunlink directory. Once you have created this file, if you go back to
the Manage filters page you will see that our filter now has a Settings link. Moodle
has noticed the file and created the link for us. Now we just need to make it do
something useful.
Moodle provides a library specifically for these types of settings files. These
functions are contained in a number of class definitions in the /lib/adminlib.php
file. Look through the file to familiarize yourself with what's there.
Our settings file will be included into a main function. We need to add our options
to this function. We do this by adding what we need to a $settings variable that
Moodle has set up for us. This variable is an object of the class admin_settingpage
and is created in the /admin/settings/plugins.php file, which is the file that
includes our settings file.
We need to add a couple of form text inputs that will allow us to configure our filter.
We will do this using the admin_setting_configtext class. Add the following lines
to the filtersettings.php file:
$settings->add(new
admin_setting_configtext('filter_learningisfunlink_phrase',
get_string('phrase','filter_learningisfunlink'),
get_string('phraseconfig', 'filter_learningisfunlink'),
get_string('phrasedefault', 'filter_learningisfunlink')));
$settings->add(new
admin_setting_configtext('filter_learningisfunlink_link',
get_string('link','filter_learningisfunlink'),
get_string('linkconfig', 'filter_learningisfunlink'),
get_string('linkdefault', 'filter_learningisfunlink')));

These functions define the text inputs, so that the values will be stored in the
specified configuration variables: filter_learningisfunlink_phrase and
filter_learningisfunlink_link.
We've also used some new language strings here, so add the following lines to the

/filter/learningisfunlink/lang/en_utf8/filter_learningisfunlink.php file:
$string['link'] = "URL";
$string['linkconfig'] = "URL to link phrase to";
$string['linkdefault'] = "http://2fun2learn.org";
$string['phrase'] = "Phrase";
$string['phraseconfig'] = "Phrase to hyperlink";
$string['phrasedefault'] = "learning is fun";
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Chapter 3

Now, navigate back and look at the settings file by clicking on the Settings link
for our filter on the Manage filters page. You should see a form, as shown in the
following screenshot:

That's all we needed to do. We can now change these settings to anything we want,
and save them. You can verify this by making changes, saving them, moving away
from the page, and then going back to it. The settings should then reflect what
you saved.

Using our settings
We have added functionality that allows us to configure our filter with our own
phrase and link, but our code still has these settings hardcoded. In order for these
to be useful, we need to use them in our code.
Open up our main filter file (/filter/learningisfunlink/filter.php) and
change the first three lines of code to the following:
global $CFG;
if (!isset($CFG->filter_learningisfunlink_phrase)) {
set_config( 'filter_learningisfunlink_phrase',
get_string('phrasedefault', 'filter_learningisfunlink'));
}
if (!isset($CFG->filter_learningisfunlink_link)) {
set_config( 'filter_learningisfunlink_link',
get_string('linkdefault', 'filter_learningisfunlink'));
}
$searchphrase = $CFG->filter_learningisfunlink_phrase;
$starttag
= "<a href=\"{$CFG->filter_learningisfunlink_link}\">";
$endtag
= "</a>";
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Creating and Modifying Filters

Our saved settings are now part of Moodle's global $CFG object variable. The name
that we gave them in the settings file is the property of the $CFG object that we use.
So for our use, we need to look at $CFG->filter_learningisfunlink_phrase and
$CFG->filter_learningisfunlink_link.
The first two if structures check to see if we have saved the configuration settings
yet. If not, they are saved with the default values stored in our language file. The
next two lines use these settings instead of the old hardcoded strings. Our filter
should now work with our configured settings.
Try it out! Change the link value and then look at the label that we created in our test
course. The link should now be whatever you specified in the settings. Change the
phrase to something different, such as "fun in this course". Now look at the label
and see which part of the phrase is linked.
You now have a flexible filter that can link any specified text to any specified URL!

Summary
In this chapter you have learned about filters and created a working example. You
have used Moodle's filter API to easily manage text filtering. And, you have learned
how to create and use filter configuration settings. You should study other filter
examples in Moodle to see the many other things that filters can do.
In the next chapter, we will learn about activity modules and create our own.
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